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Stephanie Owen is a seasoned procurement executive boasting two-plus decades of global development 
experience and sourcing strategy leadership. Her teams are known for negotiating enterprise-defining 
agreements and ensuing high-quality vendor relationships. Before joining the Un-carrier, Stephanie 
cultivated her commercial acumen within five Global Fortune 1000 companies spanning five industries – 
software, hardware, internet, services and resources – in four iconic international locations. 
 
At T-Mobile, Stephanie has transformed the way T-Mobile procurement has done business. As Vice 
President of T-Mobile Technology & Enterprise Procurement, her Bellevue, WA-based team handles $20 
billion in yearly Un-carrier spend and, in 2021, negotiated more than $8 billion in enterprise synergy 
savings. Her team excels in an agile environment powered by category management, driven by data and 
known for cultivating strong relationships with business partners, from contact to contract.  
 
Stephanie understands professional development and opportunity are paramount for her team and helps 
drive the Un-carrier initiative to #NeverStopGrowing. Under her leadership, T-Mobile’s Supplier Diversity 
team has made sure diversity stays in our DNA, emphasizing innovative a nd impactful initiatives that make 
it easier for everyone to thrive with the Un-carrier.  
 
Prior to T-Mobile, Stephanie accrued corporate headquarters experience at Microsoft (Redmond, WA), 
Yahoo! (San Jose, CA), Dell Technologies (Austin, TX), and in Singapore with Melbourne, Australia-based 
BHP Group (Broken Hill Proprietorship, the world’s largest mining and natural resources company).  
 
Stephanie was named one of 2019’s “100 Most Influential Women Leaders in Supply Chain” by international 
consulting organization Global Supply Chain Leaders. She has handled global hardware procurement at 
Microsoft, directed 300 staff members at Yahoo! and worked at Dell Technologies when the $67 billion 
acquisition of EMC Corporation took place. How effective has Stephanie been? In one fiscal year, she 
increased employee engagement by more than 10 percent and in a different fiscal year, she increased 
employee satisfaction in 9 of 11 measured categories.  
 
Stephanie is a graduate of City University (Seattle, WA), receiving her Bachelor of Science degree in 
Computer Science, and an MBA in Finance and Business Administration. In addition, she studied blockchain 
and cryptocurrency at Stanford University. Stephanie remains active away from work: she loves to run and 
enjoys time well-spent with family.  
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